Conversational assistants are being progressively adopted by the general population. However, they are not capable of handling complicated information-seeking tasks that involve multiple turns of information exchange. Due to the limited communication bandwidth in conversational search, it is important for conversational assistants to accurately detect and predict user intent in informationseeking conversations. In this paper, we investigate two aspects of user intent prediction in an information-seeking setting. First, we extract features based on the content, structural, and sentiment characteristics of a given utterance, and use classic machine learning methods to perform user intent prediction. We then conduct an in-depth feature importance analysis to identify key features in this prediction task. We find that structural features contribute most to the prediction performance. Given this finding, we construct neural classifiers to incorporate context information and achieve better performance without feature engineering. Our findings can provide insights into the important factors and effective methods of user intent prediction in information-seeking conversations.
INTRODUCTION
Many companies have launched conversational assistants (CA) such as Amazon Echo, Google Home, Microsoft Cortana, etc. These devices allow users to issue voice commands to the CA for goal oriented tasks or to conduct simple question answering (QA) tasks, such as adding calendar events or asking for news. This trend has Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CHIIR '19, March 10-14, 2019, Glasgow, Scotland Uk © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6025-8/19/03. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3295750.3298924 led many researchers in the information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing (NLP) community to pay more attention to conversational search. For examples, SIGIR'18, ICTIR'17, and EMNLP'18 all have workshops 1,2,3 on conversational search.
However, most CAs are not yet capable of handling multi-turn information-seeking conversations, where users have multiple rounds of information exchange with CAs to retrieve or specify answers. One reason is the difficulty to model the conversation about the information need both before and after an answer has been given. Thus an important step in modeling conversational interactions is to accurately detect and predict user intent in this interactive information-seeking process. More specifically, CAs should be capable of improving previous answers if they can correctly process critical information provided by the users, such as relevance judgments (feedback) and clarifications of the information need. Thus, CAs need to elicit more information proactively when they are not confident, before providing an answer [24] .
The Learn-IR workshop 4 at WSDM'18 highlighted the significant research need for user intent analysis and prediction in an interactive information-seeking process. To address this research demand, we conducted experiments on user intent prediction using the MSDialog [19] data. This data collection consists of multi-turn information-seeking dialogs in the technical support domain. The dialogs are typically initiated by an information seeker who asks technical issues about Microsoft products, such as "How do I downgrade from Windows 10 to Windows 7?". This kind of question is non-factoid and often requires multiple rounds of conversational interactions. The answers are provided by Microsoft staff and other experienced product users such as "Microsoft Most Valuable Professionals" (MVPs). These human agents (information providers) also explicitly ask for feedback on their provided answers and thus keep the users engaged. The MSDialog data is annotated with a set of 12 user intent types [2, 19] . There are different definitions of "user intent" in our field. In this paper, user intent refers to a taxonomy of utterances in information-seeking conversations ( Table 1) . Each utterance of the MSDialog was annotated with the user intent types using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 5 . MSDialog provides a high-quality resource to show how information-seeking conversations are structured between humans. In addition to MSDialog, we also used a portion of Ubuntu Dialog Corpus (UDC) [14] which was annotated with the same user intent types in [19] to further validate our findings.
The purposes of user intent prediction are threefold. First, it is necessary for CAs to accurately identify user intent in informationseeking conversations. Only in this way can CAs process the information accordingly and use it to provide answers and adjust previous answers. Similar to customer service over phones, routing user questions to different sub-modules in a conversational retrieval system is only possible if the user intent is correctly identified. Second, the CAs need to learn and imitate the behavior of human agents. By identifying user intent in information-seeking conversations, we expect the CA to learn the use of different intent and when to issue requests for more information or details spontaneously. Finally, user intent prediction models can be used to automatically annotate more dialog utterances for data analysis and other tasks such as conversational answer finding.
Previous work typically focused on dialog act classification for open-domain conversations [9, 13, 22] . In human-computer chitchat, the goal of the CA is to generate responses that are as realistic as possible with the primary purpose of entertaining. In contrast to chatting, users initiate information-seeking conversations for specific information needs. Human behaviors in chatting and informationseeking conversations can be very different due to the fundamentally distinct purposes. In addition, the Dialog State Tracking Challenges (DSTC) 6 focus on goal oriented conversations. These tasks are typically tackled with slot filling [27, 31] . In information-seeking conversations, slot filling is not suitable because of the diversity of information needs. User intent analysis and prediction are needed for an information-seeking setting.
We conduct experiments using two different approaches to predict user intent in information-seeking conversations. Firstly, we extract rich features to capture the content, structural, and sentiment characteristics of utterances and learn models with traditional machine learning (ML) methods. Secondly, we use the implicit representation learning in neural architectures to predict user intent without feature engineering. We then incorporate context information into neural models for enhanced performance.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows. (1) We extract rich features including feature groups related to content, structures, and sentiment to predict user intent in information-seeking conversations. We perform an in-depth feature importance analysis on both group and individual level to identify the key factors in this task. (2) We design several variations of neural classifiers to predict user intent without explicit feature engineering. We show that neural models can achieve comparable performance compared to feature engineering based methods. Moreover, neural models achieve statistically significant improvements over traditional methods after incorporating context information. (3) Our experiments show that the trained model achieves good generalization performance on another open benchmark information-seeking conversation dataset (UDC). The code of the implemented user intent prediction models will be released to the research community. 7 The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related work regarding utterance type classification, conversational search, and multi-turn question answering. In Section 3, we formulate the research question of user intent prediction in information-seeking conversations. We also describe the data creation and annotating process. In Section 4, we extract rich features and learn traditional ML models for user intent prediction. We also perform feature importance analysis in this section. In Section 5, we introduce various enhanced neural classifiers for user intent prediction. Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work.
RELATED WORK
Our work is closely related to utterance classification, conversational search, and multi-turn question answering.
Utterance Classification. Utterance classification is well studied in the NLP and IR domain. Many different classification techniques such as statistical approaches [22] , SVM, or Hidden Markov Models [23] have been used for different applications including human-human chatting [22] , student's utterance [17] , or forum post classifications [2] . However, recent advances in deep learning allow us to use neural architectures for utterance classification both on the word [10] and character level [32] . These new deep learning techniques have been applied in medical dialog systems [4] . In this paper, we focus on user intent prediction in informationseeking conversations. This specific utterance classification task presents unique challenges because of the complexity and diversity of human information-seeking conversations.
Conversational Search. Searching via conversational interactions with IR systems is an increasingly popular research topic in both industry and academia [3, 21, 33] . Oddy [16] introduced man-machine IR through dialogs without explicitly formulating queries. Belkin et al. [1] modeled the human-computer interaction in information-seeking as dialogs. Moreover, informationseeking via conversations is especially important in exploratory search [15, 25] , where users are unfamiliar with the domain they are searching and would rely on effective interactions with retrieval systems. More recently, Radlinski and Craswell [20] identified key properties in conversational IR systems. Trippas et al. [24] conducted lab-based observational studies on conversational search and identified that it is more interactive than traditional search and new information-seeking models are needed. In our work, we focus on an essential study in conversational search, which is to predict user intent in this information-seeking setting. Our findings can help build conversational search systems that can provide enhanced searching experience using predicted user intent.
Multi-turn Question Answering. Early research on multiturn question answering dates back to AutoTutor [6] , which can simulate human tutors to assist college students to learn computer science. Recent work has focused on single turn QA on factoid questions [30] and other open-domain questions (e.g. WikiQA [29] ). The Ubuntu Dialog Corpus [14] and MSDialog [19] provide large scale multi-turn QA dialogs in the technical support domain. Wu et al. [26] and Yang et al. [28] used these datasets to perform conversation response ranking for non-factoid questions. Our work focuses on a specific research need for multi-turn QA in the information-seeking setting. The performance of multi-turn QA could be improved if the user intent is correctly identified.
TASK DEFINITION AND DATASET 3.1 Task Definition
The research problem of user intent prediction in informationseeking conversations is defined as follows. The input of the system is an information-seeking dialog dataset
and a set of user intent labels
. . , u k i } contains multiple turns of utterances. u k i is the utterance at the k-th turn of the i-th dialog. Y i consists of annotated user intent labels
Here y k(m) i , . . . , y k (n) i = 1 denotes that the utterance u k i in dialog U i is labeled with user intent {l m , . . . , l n }. Given an utterance u k i and other utterances in dialog U i , the goal is to predict the user intent Y i of this utterance. The challenge of this task lies in the complexity and diversity of human information-seeking conversations, where one utterance often expresses multiple user intent [24] .
Dataset
We use the MSDialog dataset that consists of technical support dialogs for Microsoft products. The data was crawled from the well-moderated Microsoft Community forum 8 which contains highquality technical support dialogs between users and agents. The agents include Microsoft staff, community moderators, MVPs, or other experienced product users. Very rich structured data were collected with the dialogs, including the question popularity, answer vote, affiliation of information providers, etc. We choose this dataset because of its information-seeking nature and the well annotated user intent. Although MSDialog has limitations such as a narrow subject domain and forum-style language, no other openly available dialog datasets with the same detailed annotation exist. We believe this should be a first step to predict user intent in an informationseeking setting.
The dataset contains two sets, a complete set that consists of all the crawled dialogs and a labeled subset that contains only dialogs with user intent annotation. A taxonomy of 12 labels presented in Table 1 were developed in Qu et al. [19] based on work by Bhatia et al. [2] to characterize the user intent in information-seeking conversations. We also present the user intent distribution in Table 1 . The complete set consists of 35,000 multi-turn QA dialogs in the technical support domain. Over 2,000 dialogs were selected for user intent annotation on MTurk with the following criteria: (1) With 3 to 10 turns. (2) With 2 to 4 participants. (3) With at least one correct answer selected by the community. (4) Falls into one of the categories of following major Microsoft products: Windows, Office, Bing, and Skype. The inter-rater agreement score was used to ensure the annotation quality. One utterance can be labeled with more than one user intent. A comparison of statistics between the complete set and the labeled subset is presented in Table 2 .
In order to test the generalization performance of our findings, we use a small portion of UDC that is annotated with the same user intent types. This dataset also consists of multi-turn informationseeking conversations in a technical support domain between an information seeker and provider. However, UDC is generated from internet relay chat (IRC) and contains a significant amount of typos, Internet language, and abbreviations. In addition, UDC contains shorter utterances and more turns per dialog. This part of experiment is presented in Section 5.3.
Data Preprocessing
The purpose of this classification task is to identify and predict user intent so that CAs can process the information accordingly to satisfy the users' information needs. However, utterances which were labeled Greetings/Gratitude, Junk, and Others do not contribute to the purpose of providing information about QA related user intent. Therefore, we remove occurrences of these labels. Note that we only remove these labels if there are more than one label of the given utterance. For example, if the annotation for the given utterance is GG+OQ, we transform the annotation into OQ. If the annotation is just GG, no transformation is needed. This reduces the number of unique label combinations from 316 to 152. In addition, some label combinations of user intent labels are quite rare in the data. As indicated in Figure 1a , the top frequent label combinations have hundreds of occurrences in the data (e.g. PA, OQ, PF, FD+PA, FD), while the least frequent labels only have exactly one occurrence (e.g. CQ+FD+IR+RQ, CQ+FD+FQ+PF). These rare label combinations are very likely due to minor annotation errors or noise with MTurk. Annotation quality assurance was performed based on the dialog-level inter-rater agreement [19] to keep the complete dialog intact and thus may result in minor noise on an utterance level. We also plot the cumulative distribution of label combinations for better illustration in Figure 1b . The most frequent 32 label combinations constitute 90% of total label combination occurrences as marked in the figure. All 12 user intent labels are individually present in these 32 most frequent combinations except for Others. For the rest of the label combinations, we randomly sample one of the labels from each combination as the user intent label for the given utterance. For example, if the annotation for the given utterance is CQ+FD+IR+RQ, we transform it into a single label by randomly sampling one of the four labels, such as CQ. Therefore, the total number of label combinations in the data was reduced to 33 (including Others). We adopted this setting since these rare label combinations are very likely due to minor annotation errors. In addition, it would be very difficult to learn a prediction model for these label combinations with few instances. 
Figure 1: Label combination distribution
For UDC, we observe a similar label combination distribution. So we preprocess the data in the same way. We have 34 label combinations for the UDC with 27 of them overlapping with MSDialog.
BASELINES AND FEATURE ANALYSIS
In this section, we extract several features following previous work [2, 5] and adopt different ML methods to build baseline models. In addition to reporting baseline performance, we also perform feature importance analysis to identify key factors in user intent prediction.
Features
We extract three groups of features to detect user intent in informationseeking conversations, including content, structural, and sentiment features. An overview of the features is provided in Table 3 . Although MSDialog is derived from forum data, it is considered as a dialog dataset [19] . Thus, we refrain from developing features that can only be extracted from the metadata of the forum, such as user authority level or answer votes, so that our method can be applicable to dialog systems. The features are designed to capture the content and sentiment characteristics of the utterances as well as the structural information of the dialogs.
Content features. We build a TF-IDF representation of utterances and compute the cosine similarity of the given utterance with the dialog initial utterance (which typically is the question that initiates the QA dialog), and the entire dialog. These features are meant to capture the relevance level of the given utterance to the dialog in a general way. In addition, the presence of question marks is a strong indicator that the current utterance contains a question. Moreover, we assume that 5W1H keywords (what, where, when, why, who, and how) can suggest the type of the question.
Structural features. The position of an utterance in a dialog can reveal crucial information about user intent. Intuitively, answers tend to be at even number positions in a dialog, while user feedback and follow up questions tend to be at odd number positions. In addition, we include the utterance length with and without duplication removal and stemming. We analyzed the data and found that utterances containing positive feedback are relatively short, while utterances containing questions or answers tend to be long as they typically contain details. Finally, if the given utterance is generated by the information seeker (dialog starter), it is more likely to contain user related questions or user feedback. The structural features not only provide individual characteristics for utterances, but also evaluate the utterances on a dialog level.
Sentiment features. We expect sentiment features to be useful in identifying user feedback and gratitude expressions. In informationseeking conversations, positive and negative sentiments do not necessarily determine the feedback type. However, we expect them to be correlated to some extent. We also include classic indicators of sentiment, such as the presence of "thank", "does not/did not" and exclamation marks. In addition, we use VADER [8] to compute the positive/negative/neutral sentiment scores. We also count the number of positive and negative words using an opinion lexicon [12] .
Methods and Evaluation Metrics

Methods.
For each utterance, we extract a set of features as described in Section 4.1. To apply traditional ML methods with features to this task, we need to transform this multi-label classification problem to multi-class classification. Three transformation strategies are typically used: binary relevance, classifier chains, and label powerset. Binary relevance does not consider the label correlations and label powerset generates new labels for every label combination. So we choose classifier chains as the transformation strategy for traditional ML methods. This strategy performs binary classifications for each label and take predictions for previous labels as extra features. This transformation strategy is the best fit for our task as it considers the label dependency without explicitly generating new labels for every label combination. We adopt classic ML methods, including Naive Bayes classifier, SVM, random forest, and AdaBoost as baseline classifiers. In addition, we use ML-kNN, which supports multi-label classification by nature.
Metrics.
Due to the nature of the intent prediction task, we adopt metrics suitable for multi-label classification problems.
Accuracy (Acc). It is known as the intersection over the union (IoU) in the multi-label classification settings. Accuracy is defined as the number of correctly predicted labels divided by the union of predicted and true labels for every utterance. For example, if the model predicts "PA+CQ" for the given utterance while the ground truth is "PA+IR", then the accuracy is 1 3 . The reported performance is the average metric over all utterances.
Precision, recall and F1 score. Precision is defined as the number of correctly predicted labels divided by predicted labels. Recall is defined as the number of correctly predicted labels divided by true labels. F1 is their harmonic mean. These metrics provide an overall performance evaluation for all utterances.
Main Experiments and Results
Experimental Setup.
We split the labeled subset of MS-Dialog into training, validation, and test sets. Table 4 gives the statistics of the three sets. We have to point out that although this dataset is not that large, the annotation cost for such fine-grained user intent in conversations is quite high (estimated around $1,700 on MTurk according to [19] ). This dataset size is also larger than the data used in related work [2, 23] . The models are trained with 9 and scikit-learn 10 on the training set. We tune the hyper-parameters on the validation set based on accuracy and report the performance on the test set. Table 5 . Two ensemble methods, random forest and AdaBoost achieve the best overall performance of all baseline classifiers. AdaBoost achieves the best accuracy while random forest achieves the best F1 score. Surprisingly, ML-kNN performs relatively poorly despite its nature of an adapted algorithm for multi-label classification. We use one of the best baseline classifiers, random forest, and different combinations of feature groups to analyze the feature importance on a group level. The hyper-parameters are set to the best ones tuned on all features .
For using a single feature group, structural features is the most important feature group as presented in Table 6 . Structural features and content features are significantly more important than sentiment features. We expect the sentiment features to capture the sentiment in user feedback but they might not be able to effectively discriminate other user intent. Structural features provide better performance than content features. We believe that this can be 9 http://scikit.ml/ 10 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ explained by the fact that hand-crafted content features cannot capture the complex user intent dynamics in human informationseeking conversations. For combinations of two feature groups, content+structural features and structural+sentiment features achieve comparable results. However, structural+sentiment features achieve slightly higher results on all metrics. The performance of using two groups of features is higher than using one of these two feature groups individually. Thus, combining structural features with another feature group boosts the performance of using structural features alone. Interestingly, content+sentiment features is unable to outperform the structural features alone. The results of using all features is the highest among all settings, confirming that all feature groups contribute to the performance of user intent prediction.
Feature Importance Scores.
In the previous section, we evaluated the feature importance on a group level. In this section we focus on individual features to provide a more fine-grained analysis. We use random forest to output individual feature importance scores. 11 As described in Section 4.2, we used classifier chains to transform this multi-label classification problem. This method expands the feature space by including previous label predictions as new features for the current label prediction. This makes it not appropriate to evaluate original features. Thus, we use the Label Powerset method as the data transformation strategy for this section. The relative feature importance scores are presented in Table 7 . This analysis can identify key factors in user intent prediction.
We summarize our observations as follows: (1) Structural features including "Absolute Position", "Normalized Position", "Is Starter" are ranked in the top-5 in terms of feature importance. Moreover, Table 7 : Individual feature importance from a random forest classifier with relative importance scores. "Str", "Con", "Sen" refer to "Structural", "Content", "Sentiment" respectively.
Rank Feature
Group Impt Rank Feature Group Impt Table 7 are all "keyword features". These features are based on a simple rule that whether the given utterance contains pre-defined keywords. For example, the "5W1H" feature looks for "what/where/when/why/who/how" in the given utterance and the "Feedback" feature looks for "did not/does not". The major drawback of manual feature engineering is amplified in this task due to the complexity and diversity of human information-seeking conversations.
ENHANCED NEURAL CLASSIFIERS
We expected the content of an utterance to be a good indicator of user intent types compared to other features. However, as shown in Section 4.4, the hand-crafted content features are unable to capture the complex characteristics of human information-seeking conversations. Thus, in this section we adopt neural architectures to automatically learn representations of utterances without feature engineering.
Our Approach
Base Models.
Given the previous success in modeling text sequences using CNN and bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [7] , we choose these two architectures as our base models. Although utterances are grouped as dialogs, the base models consider utterances independently.
Given an utterance u k i = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w m } (the k-th utterance in the i-th dialog) that contains m tokens, we first transform the sequence of tokens into a sequence of token indices S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m }. Then we pad the sequence S to a fixed length n (the max sequence length). Both CNN and BiLSTM start with an embedding layer initiated with pre-trained word embeddings. Preliminary experiments indicated that using MSDialog (complete set) to train word embeddings is more effective than using GloVe [18] in terms of final model performance. The embedding layer maps each token in the utterances to a word embedding vector with a dimension of d.
We focus on the CNN model following previous work [10] here, because it achieves better performance in our experiments. After the embedding layer, filters with the shape (f , d) are applied to a window of f words. f is also referred to as the filter size. Concretely, a convolution operation is denoted as
Where c i is the feature generated by the i-th filter with weights w and bias b. This filter is applied to an embedding matrix, which is the concatenation from the i-th to the (i + f − 1)-th embedding vectors. An non-linearity function (ReLU) is also applied. This operation is applied to every possible window of words and generates a feature map c = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n−f +1 }. More filters are applied to extract features of the utterance content. Max pooling are applied to select the most salient feature of a window of f ′ features by taking the maximum valueĉ i = max {c i:i+f ′ −1 }. f ′ denotes the max pooling kernel size. A dropout layer is applied after the pooling layer for regularization.
After the last convolutional layer, we perform global max pooling by taking the maximum valueĉ = max {c} for the feature map c at this step. This operation reduces the dimension of the tensor to one. This tensor is further transformed to an output tensor of shape (1, l) , where l is the number of user intent labels (12 for our task). Sigmoid activation is applied to each value of the output tensor to squash the value to a confidence level between 0 and 1. A threshold is chosen to determine whether the given label present in the final prediction. If the model is not confident of predicting any label, the label of the highest confidence level is the prediction. We tuned the threshold with the validation data.
Incorporate Context Information.
As shown in the previous work [19] , user intent follows clear flow patterns in informationseeking conversations. The user intent of a given utterance is closely related to the utterances around it, which compose the context for the given utterance. Incorporating context information into neural models is easier compared to that for traditional ML methods shown in Section 4. We consider two ways as follows.
Direct Expansion. The most straightforward way to incorporate context information is to expand the given utterance with its context. Concretely, the expanded utterance for u k
where ⊕ is the concatenate operator.û k i is considered as the given utterance in base models.
Context Representation. Given an expanded utteranceû k i as input, the neural architecture first segments it into three original utterances of u k −1 i , u k i , and u k +1 i . We apply convolution operations and max pooling to the utterances separately as shown in Figure 2a . After global pooling following the last convolutional layer, the three one-dimensional tensors are concatenated for final predictions. This approach extracts features from the given utterance and its context separately. Thus, we are able to learn the importance of the given utterance and its context by tuning context-specific hyperparameters, such as the number of filters for context utterances. 
Incorporate Extra Features.
We found many useful features for user intent prediction such as structural features in the feature importance analysis in Section 4.4. However, nearly half of the features can not be exploited by only looking at a single utterance. For example, normalized/absolute utterance position and utterance similarity with the dialog/initial utterance cannot be captured without a holistic view over the entire dialog. Some of the uncaptured features are highly informative. This motivates us to incorporate hand-crafted features into the neural architectures. As shown in Figure 2b , all hand-crafted features described in Section 4.1 are incorporated into neural architectures at the last dense layer. The feature vector is concatenated with the neural representation of the utterance before making final predictions.
Finally, we combine two base models with various extra components to produce several systems for comparison as follows:
• CNN. The base CNN model that consists of three convolutional layers with the same filter size. 
Experiments and Evaluation
Neural
Baselines. In addition to the base model of BiL-STM and CNN, we further introduce two commonly used neural models for text classification as baselines. For both new baselines, we modify the models to generate multi-label predictions.
CNN-MFS. The CNN model with multiple filter sizes as described by Kim [10] is a pioneer model to apply neural networks to text classification. This model uses different filter sizes of 3, 4, and 5 to generate feature maps of different window sizes.
Char-CNN. Zhang et al. [32] introduced a character-level CNN for text classification. There are two variants of the model, a large one and a small one, depending on the numbers of convolutional filters and dense layer units. We report the performance on the small model as it achieves better results in our task.
Experimental
Setup. We use the same data and metrics as in baseline experiments in Section 4. All models are implemented with TensorFlow 12 and Keras 13 . Hyper-parameters are tuned with the validation data. We found that setting (convolutional filters, dropout rate, dense layer units, max sequence length, convolutional filters for context, and dense layer units for context) to (1024, 0.6, 256, 800, 128, 128) respectively turned out to be the best setting for our best performing model CNN-Conext-Rep. The convolutional filter size and pooling size are set to (3, 3) . All models are trained with a NVIDIA Titan X GPU using Adam [11] . The initial learning rate is 0.001. The parameters of Adam, β 1 and β 2 are 0.9 and 0.999 respectively. The batch size is 128. For the word embedding layer, we trained word embeddings with Gensim 14 with CBOW model using MSDialog (complete set). The dimension of word embedding is 100. Word vectors are set to trainable.
Evaluation Results.
We select the two strongest feature based classifiers from Section 4 as feature based baselines in addition to neural baselines. They are random forest with the best F1 score and AdaBoost with the best accuracy. The performance comparison of models is presented in Table 8 . The base CNN model without feature engineering achieves similar results with the strongest feature based baselines. The performance of the base CNN model is better than the base BiLSTM model. CNN-MFS takes advantage of different filter sizes and also achieves comparable results. Char-CNN, however, performs poorly in this task. Char-CNN does not use pre-trained word embeddings because it learns features from a character-level which would require much more training data.
BiLSTM performs poorly in this task. Even though BiLSTM-Context has a major improvement over BiLSTM, it has inferior results compared to the base CNN model. Compared to non-factoid question answering or chatting, utterances in information-seeking conversations tend to be longer. BiLSTM(-Context) tries to model a holistic sequence dependency and thus performs poorly on handling these long utterances.
The best result of the feature based baselines is slightly higher than neural baselines. This can be accounted for by the lack of information in neural models. Even though we assume that most of the content and sentiment features can be learned by neural models, the neural models have no access to most of the structural features. Thus, we incorporate all the features to neural models to produce CNN-Feature model. This model outperforms all baseline classifiers. This confirms that incorporating dialog-level information can be beneficial to predicting user intent.
Both CNN-Context and CNN-Context-Rep outperform baseline models and CNN-Feature without explicit feature engineering. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the implicit feature learning of neural architectures. CNN-Context-Rep performs better than CNN-Context. This indicates that incorporating high-level features of context information learned by neural architectures is better than directly capturing the raw context information. In a multi-label classification setting, accuracy produces a score for each individual sample, while precision/recall/F1 evaluate the performance over all samples. Thus, accuracy is the only metric that is suitable for significance tests. Our best model, CNN-Context-Rep achieves statistically significant improvement over the best baseline with p < 10 −4 measured by the Student's paired t-test.
Generalization on Ubuntu Dialogs
In this section, we would like to evaluate the generalization performances of different methods on other data in addition to MSDialog. We train different models on MSDialog and test them on the Ubuntu Dialog Corpus (UDC). We select the two best performing feature based classifiers (random forest and AdaBoost) and the best neural model (CNN-Context-Rep) to test the generalization performance. Although the number of annotated Ubuntu dialogs is limited, it is sufficient to demonstrate the predicting performance. We split the annotated UDC data into validation and test sets with an equal size. We train the model on MSDialog data only and tune the hyperparameters on the UDC validation set. The performance on the UDC test set is presented in Table 9 . The generalization results on UDC are not as good as MSDialog. Although MSDialog and UDC both consist of multi-turn information-seeking dialogs from the technical support domain, the drastically different language style adds difficulty for model generalization and transferring. In this challenging setting, CNN-Context-Rep still achieves statistically significant improvement over both baselines in terms of accuracy with p < 0.01 measured by the Student's paired t-test.
Hyper-parameter Sensitivity Analysis
We further analyze the impact of two hyper-parameters on CNN-Context-Rep: the number of convolutional filters for the given utterance and the max sequence length. The choices for number of convolutional filters are (64, 128, 256, 512, 1024). We tune the max sequence length in (50, 100, 200, . . . , 1000). As presented in Figure 3 , the performance gradually increases as the number of filters increases. The best performance is at 1,024 filters. This confirms our expectation that more convolutional filters can extract richer features and thus produce better results. In addition, the performance fluctuates as the max sequence length increases. Performance with larger (⩾ 800) max sequence length are better in general. Table 10 gives examples of the predictions that different systems fail to make. In the first utterance, the agent asks for the user's iOS version before providing a potential answer, which is a very common pattern of agents' responses. Our CNN-Context-Rep is able to identify the Information Request in the utterance while AdaBoost cannot. In the second utterance, both models fail to predict the Negative Feedback. This might be due to the fact that the feedback is not explicitly expressed. In addition, it could be relevant that the number of feedback utterances in the training data is relatively limited compared to questions and answers, which makes it more difficult to predict positive/negative feedback. Table 10 : Two utterances with their ground-truth and predicted user intent labels. Bold font indicates mispredicted content or labels. "Ours" refers to CNN-Context-Rep.
Case Study
Hello. Welcome to Skype Community! Please provide us the iOS version of your iPad. The required iOS version for iPad is iOS 8 or higher and for the new Skype on iOS requires iOS 9 or higher. For more information, click here. Hope this helps. Let me know if you need further assistance. Thank you! Ground truth: IR, PA Ours: IR, PA AdaBoost: PA Actor: agent After modified the Windows entry, value of regedit, the error also happened. When I use C++ for creating another new Microsoft::Office::Interop::PowerPoint:: Application instance, the COMException is throwed. Ground truth: FD, NF Ours: FD AdaBoost: FD Actor: user
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied two approaches to predict user intent in information-seeking conversations. First we use different ML methods with a rich feature set, including the content, structural, and sentiment features. We perform thorough feature importance analysis on both group level and individual level, which shows that structural features contribute most in this prediction task. Given findings from feature analysis, we construct enhanced neural classifiers to incorporate context information for user intent prediction. The enhanced neural model without feature engineering outperforms the baseline models by a large margin. Our findings can provide insights in the important factors of user intent prediction in information-seeking conversations. Future work will consider other methods for user intent prediction. Utilizing the predicted user intent to rank or generate conversation responses in an information-seeking setting is also interesting to explore.
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A ADDITIONAL FIGURE
We include an additional figure to illustrate our findings from above. Figure 3 shows the results of the hyper-parameter sensitivity analysis. 
